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WordPress is a magnificent platform for powering a website. Initially it was used as a blog
publishing platform, but soon, owing to its simplicity and effectiveness, the website designers and
developers from around the world started using it as a customized CMS for developing websites.
When you convert PSD to WordPress, you receive a unique looking website (as specified in the
design file), backed by the power of WordPress CMS.

Usability aspects of PSD to WordPress Theme:

When you opt for PSD to WordPress conversion, you get the chance to make tweaks in the design
file or template, as per your own need and preferences.

If you are using a previously existing template, the scope of experimentation is very much limited. If
you think a particular design aspect of the design file must be highlighted, in order to attract more
users, you possibly cannot do the same with the template design. However with the help of PSD to
HTML/WordPress conversion you can specifically design the look of your website. If you wish for a
particular button or menu to appear in a particular way, you can achieve the same with the help of
WordPress theming and conversion service.

This helps in increasing the usability and accessibility of the website to the human senses.

While converting the design file into WordPress, it is first converted into HTML element and
thereafter CSS coding is executed to arrange the codes in a better and more systematic way. CSS
(cascading style sheet language) also helps in increasing the usability of the website as it helps in
defining the presentation semantics of the website. Presentation semantics take a toll of the human
behavior and psychology while browsing through a website.

By skillfully exploiting the same in the PSD to WordPress theme, you receive a WordPress powered
website which is amazingly usable and accessible to the human senses.

Error free attribute of the PSD to WordPress theme.

What really makes PSD to WordPress conversion error free is professional and manual conversion.
If an automatic software is utilized to convert PSD to HTML/WordPress, it lacks the much required
functionality and the resulting website often proves out to be dysfunctional and clumsy. Besides,
such a website is always ranked below in the search engine result pages and does not enjoy a high
organic traffic.

At the same time, if you opt for professional PSD to WordPress conversion Ã¢â‚¬â€œ either you do it on
your own, if you are a technical expert, or outsource the same to a markup conversion company,
you receive an error free, W3C valid and pixel perfect website.

The quality of the professionally developed web application is checked from the development stages
itself. Upon the final development, the website is tested across various web browsers etc. to
ascertain robust development and cross browser compatibility of the website. Besides, owing to the
SEO semantic coding of the website, the website enjoys heave organic traffic appears early on the
search engine result pages.
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Thus, convert PSD to CSS/WordPress and obtain yourself a highly usable and error free website.
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